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FADE IN:

EXT. 1141 - NIGHT1 1

Darkness rests over an empty modest brick home. A quiet abode 
in a quiet neighborhood. The lights are off. No blinds. No 
furniture. 

BLUE LIGHTS fade up cutting into the black inky night. A 
PATROL CAR passes, its search LIGHT gliding over the house 
and yard. It lights up a FOR SALE SIGN dug into the front 
lawn.

The car passes uninterrupted.

... A MALE FIGURE appears in frame. He limps, holding his 
side... He’s been badly hurt, possibly shot. He stops in the 
street and watches the cop car drive away. He desperately 
looks around him at his surroundings. He spots the for sale 
sign in the yard and stumbles towards the empty house. He 
carries a DUFFEL BAG.

He moves to the front door and begins picking the lock. As he 
enters we turn and look up the street at a dark SUV coming 
down the road towards the house. 

Rough looking men sit in the car looking around their 
surroundings. 

INT. SUV1A 1A

In the SUV, the driver and passenger look out the windows 
searching. 

ROBBIE *
The hell is he?

BEN *
He can’t have gotten far...

In the back seat, a man sits in the shadows... he wears a 
large brimmed hat.

Blue and red lights, another cop car passes. 

ROBBIE *
Cops cops cops... 

BEN *
Quit worrying we’re fine.
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EXT. 1141 - BACKYARD1B 1B

The man has exited the house now in the backyard. He stumbles 
off the porch. 

A HELICOPTER approaches from the distance. A search BEAM 
appears in the park beyond the back yard scouring the soccer 
and baseball fields. 

BLUE LIGHTS, a cop passes by the house.

He staggers towards the fence in the backyard. He climbs, 
rolls over the top, and slams to the ground. He gets up and 
limps across the park. He slows significantly, clearly in 
pain. He staggers... 

Finally coming to a halt...

Police appear with flashlights in hand behind him.

He drops to the ground, fainting from blood loss and pain. 

EXT. 1141 - DAY2 2

The house sits quietly now baking in the day’s sun. Is it 
still empty? The sale sign is now gone. A small sedan enters 
the driveway and parks out of the way of an old CORVETTE 
sitting in the carport. 

A woman, HEATHER (33) sits in the car in BUSINESS ATTIRE. She 
takes a deep breathe. She holds up a CIGARETTE and takes in 
one long last drag. She lets the smoke out and swishes her 
hand around in the air trying to make it dissipate. She puts 
it out in her ashtray and then climbs out of the car.

She walks to the side entrance door hidden by the carport. 
She carries herself upright and proper, not stiff but 
confidently, reminiscent of a militaristic posture. 

INT. 1141 3 3

Inside is a post modern look, kitchen is clean, living room 
is bright and inviting, and the floors are pristine. 

A Christmas tree in the corner of the living room. 

A man, MARK (32) stands next to it glued to his phone. He 
looks away from his phone and to his WATCH. A behavioral 
tick. 

The woman sets her belongings down on the counter and 
immediately rearranges them...
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Small purse.... phone.... used coffee cup....

She turns to the tree.  

HEATHER
The heck is that?

MARK
What?

HEATHER
I thought we said no tree?

MARK
We did... but... I thought it might 
be good for us... 

Heather is quiet. She stares at the tree. 

MARK (CONT'D)
Look at it, come on. Ornaments... 
these colored lights... Look they 
change colors... Plus the smell... 

HEATHER
It’s a fake tree...

MARK
I know... but you can pretend.

HEATHER
Smells like the attic.

MARK
Stop... come on, get into the 
spirit of things.

HEATHER
(blandly and with no 
emotion)

Yay.

Mark hangs the last ornament on the tree.

MARK 
Whatever... Steaks tonight?

HEATHER
We can afford steak again?

MARK
(Whiney)

But I want it....
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HEATHER
What would (Dave) Ramsey say?

The doorbell rings.

Mark turns to the door and opens it. A medium sized box sits 
on the stoop. He picks it up and takes it inside.

MARK 
Until you're fired or you quit?

HEATHER
Not funny.

He takes the package to the dining room table which sits in 
front of the back door. 

MARK
What the crap...?

The name to be delivered to simply says

“MAX”

HEATHER
What is it?

MARK
I dunno. To someone named Max. 
Wrong house I guess.

He sets it down and turns to her giving her a kiss. He gets a 
whiff of the air around her and looks at her disappointed.

HEATHER
Don’t. I’m trying...

MARK
I Just want you to be happy and if 
that means leaving the job... 
Well...

HEATHER
I’m happy.

MARK
Oh sure.

HEATHER
(Affirming)

I’m happy...

Mark backs off. 
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He notices the back door is slightly ajar.

MARK
Dammit we need to fix that...

HEATHER
What?

MARK
The door opened when I went out the 
front door again.

HEATHER
We just need to replace the whole 
door. It barely closes as is.

MARK
So many stupid things we need to do 
to this place.

Mark shuts the door and then walks back to the kitchen. He 
stops in front of the Refrigerator. He pulls his phone out.

HEATHER
Any luck today?

MARK
Not really. 

Mark puts his phone away and opens the freezer pulling their 
meal out to prepare, BURGERS. Heather leaves the room.

HEATHER (O.S.)
And you’re telling me to be 
happy...?

MARK
I’m happy, just not making any 
money. There’s a difference.

HEATHER (O.S.)
Ya... can’t buy health insurance 
with happiness though.

MARK
I don’t plan on getting hurt do you 
plan on getting hurt?

HEATHER (O.S.)
That is not how it works.
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MARK
If only it was. We’d be good. With 
your background and my awesome 
cardio abilities we’d be set. In 
fact they should pay us for our 
healthiness.

Heather exits a room now in more comfortable clothing.

She walks back to the kitchen while looking at her phone. 

Mark looks up at her and gives her a look asking 

“PROBLEMS?”

HEATHER
Nothing. Just the usual BS. 

She goes to the couch in the living room and sits. 

Mark mushes his burger into patties. 

HEATHER (CONT'D)
So the new thing is, they’re not 
going to tell anyone.

Mark is concentrating on the food.

MARK
Tell who?

HEATHER
Gina and her dad. I told you this. 

MARK
Oh oh right.

HEATHER
If they get caught it’s all going 
under. 

MARK
First of all, I feel like you 
shouldn't be telling me this 
stuff...

He picks up the burger patties and walks to the back door. 
Heather follows.

PORCH 4 4

Mark walks to the GRILL. Heather follows and sits on the 
porch swing. 
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MARK 
Second, I don’t understand this 
daddy daughter management team. 
Such a bad idea.

Meanwhile he turns on the grill.

HEATHER
Why?

Mark lays the burgers down on the grill. They immediately 
SIZZLE and POP from the heat.

He raises his eyebrows using the grill as a metaphor.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
I don’t know about that. I mean 
strength in numbers right?

MARK
Family does not count in that.

HEATHER
How so?

MARK
Could you see us doing something 
like that? Running a company? We’d 
butt heads and turn the company 
into a stand still.

HEATHER
Ya maybe us, but that’s just cause 
someone cant handle living with an 
ex sergeant. 

MARK
Whatever...

HEATHER
Regardless, I don’t think it’s the 
family situation driving them down. 
I think it’s the lying.

MARK
Well clearly that too. You can’t 
just sell off stocks you--

HEATHER
Stop.

MARK
What?
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She looks over at the park beyond their backyard fence. 
Joggers run by.

MARK (CONT'D)
You really think someone is 
listening out there?

HEATHER
I have no idea and I don’t want to 
chance it... just don't talk about 
it... please...

MARK
Wow, I mean you trust your husband 
or you don’t.

HEATHER
It’s not that, I just know that I 
either have to say something and 
get fired or say nothing and let 
the company go up in flames 
eventually.

MARK
Or OR, say nothing and get that 
promotion in four weeks you’ve been 
waiting on and then we buy a second 
house on the lake in that little 
quiet alcove we like.

HEATHER
Ya....

She gets up and walks back inside.

Mark shuts the grill and follows.

KITCHEN5 5

Heather walks to the fridge and gets a bottle of water.

MARK
What?

HEATHER
Look I don't even know if that’s a 
thing anymore. It’s so up in the 
air.

MARK
Up in the air like 80/40 or 70/30? 

8.
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HEATHER
It’s 80/20–

MARK
That’s great odds!

HEATHER
80 losing and 20 winning... With 
this shake up they all just seem 
nervous on the fifth floor. I don’t 
know... just a feeling...

MARK
Oh. Well i’m sure you‘ll be ok.

HEATHER
I’m really not looking for OKAY.

Mark looks at her and shakes his head in a

”I DON’T KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS”

Kind of way.

She looks back at him stunned.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
4 years and sometimes I still feel 
like you barely know who I am.

MARK
Well when I’ve finally mastered my 
telepathic abilities i’ll let you 
know.

Annoyed, she leaves the room.

Mark stands alone in the kitchen. He sighs and rubs his 
forehead. 

His watch beeps, he looks down at it.

He turns to the back door to go back and check on his 
burgers.

PORCH6 6

Mark opens the grill and flips over the burgers. They sizzle 
and pop. 
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LIVING ROOM - NIGHT7 7

The living room sits quietly in the darkness. The orangey 
light from the street lamp outside spills in through the 
partially opened window blinds. 

HALLWAY8 8

The hallway is a still and dark coffin. Soft moonlight and 
street lamp splay across the walls.

BEDROOM9 9

The two lay in bed asleep. The clock next to Heather’s side 
reads 10:45PM. 

A light sloppily passes through the windows and into the 
room. Heather stirs slightly.

A muffled SCRAPE sounding like wood on wood...

A soft METAL latch...

BANG. A loud muffled thud.

Heather opens her eyes. She looks over to the clock. 

Another BANG. 

She sits up quickly. Mark stirs gently. 

Another BANG followed by muffled swearing. 

Heather jumps out of bed. She rushes quietly and briskly to 
the dresser at the end of the bed. She quietly opens a 
drawer. She looks out the window and into the sky. She takes 
a quick breath, heart racing, she’s clearly in a past 
situation in her mind.

She reaches into the drawer and brandishes a small PISTOL.

She takes a breath...

...

...

...

BAM 
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She jumps... looks down at the floorboards under her feet. *

She grabs a FLASHLIGHT off the dresser and takes steps 
quietly towards the door. The old floors pop and squeak below 
her feet.

She leaves the room. Mark rolls over and opens his eyes just 
as she closes the door.

BACKYARD 10 10

Heather exits the backdoor. She steps out into the lawn...

We pan over to the crawlspace door. The MAN peaks out from a 
small opening in the door. He looks rough. Someone’s beaten 
him up, worse than we last saw him. He has a BANDAGE on his 
head. 

He exits the door after he decides the coast is clear. He 
exits frame and rounds the other corner of the house just 
as...

...Heather rounds the backyard corner and face the crawlspace 
door side of the house. The door slowly swings back open. She 
raises her pistol and moves towards it. The neighbor’s 
CHRISTMAS DECORATION LIGHTS splay vast colors on the side of 
the house wall.

She bends down and peaks in clearing the space just as...

...We pan back to the front of the house to see the MAN 
finishing picking the lock and then enter the front door.

CRAWLSPACE11 11

Under the house in the crawlspace, Heather checks around the 
old foundation beams, cables, and pipes with her flashlight 
pointing. 

No sign of anyone.

Above, FOOTSTEPS. 

Heather looks up, the floor boards squeaking above. Someone 
is walking down the hallway and, it sounds like, turning into 
the bedroom.

HEATHER
Mark?

Muffled yells...
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MARK (O.S.)
Who the hell are you?! What the 
hell are you doing in my house?!

MAN (O.S.)
I’m really sorry just please, I 
need to look around, I can’t 
explain.

MARK (O.S.)
Where is Heather?! Get out of my 
house!

MAN (O.S.)
Stay there! I’m just going to look 
around... I can’t remember where it 
is...

MARK (O.S.)
What the fuck, get out?!

MAN (0.S.)
Please stop yelling, my fucking 
head!....

Heavy FOOTSTEPS...

Heather takes aim at the floor.12 12

We hear through the floor the two in the bedroom, the man 
walks across the floor towards Mark who stands against the 
wall on the other side of the bed.

MARK (O.S.)
Back off!

MAN (O.S.)
You’ve got to tell me if you did 
anything to this house! Where is 
it?!

MARK (O.S.)
Buddy i’m gonna call the cops, 
where is my wife?!

MAN (O.S.)
Tell me!

Loud footsteps as the two shuffle. Two pair of feet turn to 
one pair of feet. 

BAM BAM...
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Two rounds burst through the floor sending wood splinters 
flying.

MARK (O.S.)
Shit!

EXT. CRAWLSPACE13 13

Heather exits the crawlspace.

EXT. BACKYARD 13A 13A

Heather runs through the backyard back into the house.

INT. 1141 - BEDROOM14 14

Mark stands next to the door. Heather comes running in with 
her pistol aimed in the man’s direction, he’s on the other 
side of the bed. He pulls himself towards the wall. 

HEATHER
You ok?

MARK
Ya... 

Heather slowly moves around the bed to find the man on the 
floor holding his leg and trying to scoot away. He puts his 
hand out.

MAN
Wait, wait!

HEATHER
Get up, let’s go!

MAN
Please, I just need to figure 
out... 

HEATHER
There’s nothing to figure out, get 
up and get out of my house. Let’s 
go.

MAN
Please... My head is killing me... 
I’m gonna... My leg hurts... What 
did you dot o me?...

He’s in such disarray...
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HEATHER
Mark, call the cops. 

MAN
Please I just... I just want to 
remember where I put it... They’re 
gonna come for me...

HEATHER
Get up!

MAN
I will pay you ten thousand dollars 
to let me go!

Heather and Mark look at each other. 

MARK
Ten thousand dollars?

HEATHER
Don’t talk to him...

MAN
I’ve just got to get up... I need 
to look around-- Please... let me 
get up--

He reaches around behind him and quickly draws a REVOLVER.

Heather fires putting him down, three large holes in his 
chest.

...

The room settles.

MARK
What did you do...

HEATHER
Shit....

Heather jumps over to the man, kicks his gun away from him, 
then gets down onto him to perform CPR. She rips his shirt 
and stuffs it into one of the bleeding gaping wounds... 

There are too many gun shot wounds and too much blood. 

Mark is frantic, he doesn’t know what to do. His breathing is 
heavy. He’s muttering swears under his breath. He paces. 

He looks at the body. He looks at his wife.
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Heather presses on the intruder’s wounds... It’s a mess. 

He’s gone...

Heather sits back away from the body. She looks at the blood 
in her hands... she looks at Mark... 

Phone now in his hand... he’s staring at it... Fingers not 
moving. Eyes still.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
What?

Mark grasps his phone in his hand. 

MARK
Ten grand....

HEATHER
Mark quit screwing around call it 
in.

MARK
Why did he offer us that? A high 
number don’t you think?

HEATHER
I don’t know... call the police...

MARK
What was he looking for?

HEATHER
Mark, please...

MARK
Listen... I think there’s money 
hidden in the house somewhere...

HEATHER
Great now they’ll have to come in 
and tear the house apart... 

MARK
We’ll worry about that later. 

HEATHER
Mark please just call the police. I 
can’t talk to them right now I’ve 
got to figure out what just 
happened...

MARK
This is crazy... 
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HEATHER
There’s a dead guy--

MARK
Listen to me! There is money in 
this house somewhere. I want to 
find it.

HEATHER
I just shot a guy... I can’t--

MARK
We don’t have time for this! I need 
you to listen to me... I need you 
to understand what I’m saying...

Heather stares at her hands. 

MARK (CONT'D)
Go wash up. Quick come on!

Mark runs out of the room. The TV clicks on in the living 
room. A movie starts... It’s fast forwarded.

Heather gets up, careful not to touch the ground with her 
hands. She goes to the sink in the bathroom and begins 
scrubbing.

BANG BANG.

From the living room, the TV blares out the sounds of a gun 
battle. 

Heather rushes to the 

LIVING ROOM 15 15

Mark is turning up the TV volume.

HEATHER
What are you doing?!

MARK
We’ve got about 2 minutes until 
either a neighbor or a cop comes by 
to inquire about potential gunshot 
sounds coming from our home...

HEATHER
Nancy next door is gone for the 
holidays and Bart’s probably drunk 
himself to sleep--

16.
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MARK
Well i’m planning for whatever 
comes to the door.

HEATHER
What?

Mark runs back to the bedroom.

Heather follows.

BEDROOM16 16

Mark is pulling the man’s body into the bathroom. Blood 
trails.

HEATHER
Stop! Mark! Have you lost your 
mind?!

MARK
I’m putting him on the tile...

HEATHER
You’re moving a body!

He pushes a leg into the bathroom and shuts the door. He 
grabs some towels and throws them on the floor and begins 
wiping with his feet. 

MARK
This guy offers us 10 large and is 
digging around in the house... it’s 
here somewhere... under the house 
maybe... if he’s offering us 10, 
that means there’s enough to go 
around and for him to keep a 
profit.

HEATHER
That’s theft.

MARK
He is dead!

Heather looks down at the gun still in her hands... she drops 
it to the floor.

HEATHER
You’re... you’re insane Mark... 
What are you thinking--
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MARK
Honey, you did what you had to do. 
You protected me... and you 
protected yourself. Now we’re going 
to protect our future and were 
gonna take an hour to find his 
stash, and as soon as we find it... 
we’ll report all this and move 
on... ok? We need this...

HEATHER
My career--

MARK
Could be over tomorrow... they’re 
going under or you are... I vote we 
stay above water... one hour... The 
hospital bills... The funeral 
bills... They’d all be paid off.

Heather looks around...

HEATHER
And what happens when we get caught 
and we’re SOL and in jail.

MARK
We’re not going to get caught... 
It’s one hour! It’s no time at all. 

Heather takes a moment to make a decision.

...

...

Finally.

HEATHER
There’s nothing under the house... 
I already went under there...

MARK
Great, one spot down...

DING DONG...

The doorbell.

They both look towards the bedroom door.

Mark looks at Heather. They're in agreement.

Mark’s watch beeps. He looks at it.
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He runs off to the living room.

We hear the door squeak open, the TV still blaring.

MARK (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Hey honey can you turn that down?

Heather picks up her gun from the floor and puts it back in 
the drawer. She then walks to the living room. 

LIVING ROOM17 17

MARK 
Ya everything’s fine, were just 
watching a movie... so sorry... 
we’ll keep it down. Just got a 
little carried away.... Alright see 
ya, have a good night.

Meanwhile, Heather walks to the TV and turns it down. She 
watches Mark as he shuts the door.

MARK (CONT'D)
Neighbor. 

HEATHER
Now what? 

Mark looks at his watch. 

MARK
It’s 11:05. We take until midnight 
and we search the house for the 
money or whatever he‘s stashed and 
then we call the cops.

HEATHER
One hour... 

Heather exits the room and enters the hallway bathroom. Mark 
breathes deeply as he watches her leave. He finally leaves 
the room and enters the 

BEDROOM18 18

Marks goes to his dresser and begins to change. He grabs a 
darker shirt and gloves. 

Movement appears from under the master bathroom door...a pool 
of blood seeps out from under the door...
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Mark stares at it. He breathes heavily...  he takes a deep 
breathe and manages himself.

He calmly leaves the room. 

WE PUSH IN ON THE DOOR AND THE POOLING BLOOD.

RUMMAGING in the other room. Mark comes back and throws down 
some SHEETS to stop the blood from running. He packs the 
sheets into the crack under the door.

HEATHER
What are you doing?

MARK
Keeping him in there...

HEATHER
What if they ask us about the 
sheets? 

MARK
We were trying to help him and stop 
the bleeding...

Heather nods approving the lie.

MARK (CONT'D)
Let’s get to work.

EXT. 1141 18A 18A

The house sits in the quiet night air. 

KITCHEN19 19

Mark searches through a cabinet coming up empty.

MARK
Dammit.

He looks at his watch.

GUEST ROOM20 20

In the guest room, Heather digs through a closet. The room is 
dark, only illuminated by the street lamps outside. 

She pulls a BOX from the closet. She puts it on the floor and 
sits next to it, her back against the wall. She is hesitant.
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Finally she lifts the lid. She digs inside and pulls out old 
NAVY MEMORABILIA. PHOTOS with her in uniform. MEDALS. 

TEARS fill her eyes. A time long ago she misses or despises?

The LIGHT in the room switches on. Mark stands in the door.

MARK
I’m not finding anything, I’ve 
checked every where and... you ok?

He sees the photos she holds...

MARK (CONT'D)
Why are you doing that to yourself?

Heather shakes her head. 

MARK (CONT'D)
30 minutes to midnight. I’m 
thinking we look outside.

Heather nods. 

MARK (CONT'D)
Need a minute?

Heather nods. 

Mark leaves the room. She replaces the lid on the box.

OUTSIDE21 21

Mark steps out onto the porch. 

He takes a deep breath. He examines the porch and yard. To 
his right, the door to the outside laundry room. His left, 
the gate leading to the side of the house with the crawlspace 
entrance. In the back yard, the old SHED.

He looks deep beyond the yard into the park behind the house. 
A figure stands under the large ballpark lights. Is it 
watching Mark?

Mark peers closer?

The figure turns and runs clearly involved in some sort of 
silly late night activity with friends... nothing odd.

Mark shakes it off. He turns to the laundry room door. 
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LAUNDRY ROOM22 22

Mark flips the light on. Nothing out of the ordinary. 
Machines, tools, a bunch of junk... behind him, Heather steps 
out onto the porch. 

HEATHER
Anything?

Mark jumps and turns around.

MARK
Jesus! Scared the hell out of me...

He closes the door and turns to Heather on the 

PORCH23 23

HEATHER
What are we doing?

MARK
Searching.

Heather sits on the old PORCH SWING.

HEATHER
For what? What do we think we’re 
going to find? Happiness?

MARK
Stability would be nice. Might 
contribute to the happiness thing.

HEATHER
You’re not happy in your own job, 
I'm not even happy right now, here 
with you doing whatever it is we’re 
doing...

MARK
What are you talking about? Is this 
a comparison fight? You think I am 
happy right now? There is a dead 
guy in our bathroom... but that guy 
offered us ten thousand dollars to 
shut up... I’ll be damned if I'm 
gonna let that go and not try to 
give you what you want and help us 
while you lose your job...
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HEATHER
So all this is about me? Because 
I'm so helpless and I'm going to 
lose my job, you're going to be my 
white knight and save us?

MARK
That’s not what I meant... I’m just 
scared is all...

Heather looks back into the house...

HEATHER
Me too...

MARK
If someone dropped 100 dollars in *
your house and you didn’t know *
who’s it was... Would you keep it? *

Heather takes a moment to think and then nods.

MARK (CONT'D)
This is our property and something 
is on it that is technically ours 
now right?

She seems to agree. 

HEATHER
If someone found out we waited to 
call the police... If someone found 
out that we have whatever it is 
that’s hidden--

MARK
No one is going to find out. 
Because at 8AM tomorrow morning, I 
plan to be at a safety deposit box 
putting the piles of cash we’re 
going to be living off of for the 
rest of our life inside a locked 
and sealed metal coffin. 

HEATHER
I hope you’re right. 

MARK
I know i’m right. 
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HEATHER
I always admired your confidence. 
Was also always a little jealous of 
it.

MARK
(Cocky)

It’s my looks. I can’t help it.

HEATHER
Your confidence now annoys me.

Mark chuckles. 

Heather looks over to the old shed. She stands and walks out 
into the yard. 

OLD SHED24 24

In the old shed, the doors open revealing Heather. Mark steps 
up behind her. 

It’s dark and musty, filled with bits and bobs.

HEATHER
How much crap do we own?

Mark chuckles. 

Heather steps in and flips on her flashlight. She searches 
the shed, her light beam striking random objects.

SHOVELS, WAGON, OLD PIECES OF WOOD...

Mark enters and shovels through the mess... CLANGING and 
BANGING through all the equipment... An ALUMINUM BASEBALL BAT 
falls over and echoes out in that signature high pitched 
metallic sound.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
Shhh...

MARK
Sorry... 

(still digging)
It’s all the same junk that’s been 
in here for the last 2 years...

He stands the bat back up in place.

CLANG!

Outside the shed something metallic bangs in the distance.
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Heather jumps and looks outside. She breathes heavily. The 
room spins around her. Her heart beats faster... 

THUMP THUMP THUMP

Mark steps up behind her and reaches out to comfort her. She 
spins around and throws his hand off her shoulder.

HEATHER
Don’t...

Mark steps back away from her putting his hands up, clearly 
he’s been in this situation before.

He looks at his watch.

MARK
11:40... Twenty minutes...

Mark steps out into the...

BACKYARD25 25

He looks around searching for something he’s missed. Where 
haven’t they looked? What haven’t they triple checked? His 
gaze settles on the crawlspace door on the side of the house. 

CRAWLSPACE26 26

Inside, the door opens. Mark peers inside. SPIDER WEBS stand 
in between us and him. The orangey lights from the street 
lamps silhouette him and the next door Christmas lights 
alleviate the spookiness. 

HEATHER
There’s nothing down here. I 
looked.

MARK
Well, I’m gonna look again.

HEATHER
Of course... refuse to trust me.

Mark ignores her and enters the space. He swipes away the 
spiderwebs. 

He peeks around corners and support beams... nothing.
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OUTSIDE CRAWLSPACE27 27

Mark exits with empty hands.

HEATHER
Told ya.

Mark looks at his watch once again.

MARK
Dammit. 10 minutes to midnight...

HEATHER
I have an idea.

BATHROOM28 28

The two stand over the bloody body laying in the small tight 
bathroom floor.

They stare.

Heather takes deep breathes. She steps out. 

MARK
What now?

HEATHER (O.S.)
Find his wallet, phone, anything.

Mark pulls on some gardening gloves. He bends down to the 
body.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
Just run your hands over the 
outside of his clothes.

Mark follows the directions. 

MARK
Ok? No phone...

HEATHER (O.S.)
Roll him over onto his side.

He rolls him over and checks his back pockets.

MARK
What the hell? 
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BEDROOM29 29

He leans back out the door to Heather

MARK
No wallet...

Heather gives him a puzzled look. He leans back into the 
room. Heather contemplates... 

MARK (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Hang on... I’ve got a... 2 way 
radio?

He comes out of the bathroom holding a little black two way 
RADIO. He looks up at Heather. She sticks her hand out and 
Mark passes it over to her.

Heather looks at it. She turns the knob on the top.

The radio powers on. 

Heather looks up at Mark. 

MARK (CONT'D)
What?

Static seeps through the radio... is the channel open? Is 
someone listening? 

VOICE
Hello? (beat) 

(playfully)
I know where you are...

She turns the radio back off...

Mark looks at Heather concerned...

MARK
The hell was that?

Mark checks his watch... 5 minutes to his deadline.

HEATHER
I don’t know. 

MARK
There’s no way they were talking to 
us right? I mean... it could be 
anyone with a radio out there 
right?
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HEATHER
Ya... but who uses two way radios?

MARK
Turn it back on.

Heather flips the knob on top of the radio. 

It beeps on. Static emits through. 

They wait a moment listening. The sound of CARS PASSING the 
neighborhood in the distance... The light outside BUZZES in 
the night... The HEAT kicks on in the house... It’s just a 
quiet night in the neighborhood...

Suddenly... The static is interrupted. 

VOICE
That wasn’t very nice. I just want 
to play telephone with you. I need 
you to keep the radio on.

Heather flips the power back off... She looks at Mark. Both 
terrified.

MARK
I think we need to call the 
police... 

HEATHER
Do it... 

Heather leaves the room. 

HALLWAY - KITCHEN30 30

IN ONE

She’s dizzy... She balances herself with the walls of the 
hallway.

She walks to the cabinets next to the refrigerator and 
reaches up taking a GLASS from the shelves. She steps up to 
the fridge and fills it with water. She takes long heaping 
gulps. She breathes heavily.

On the side of the refrigerator are menus and photos held up 
by small magnets. She pulls one from the magnet. It wraps 
around the side of the fridge wall. She weakly holds it up. 

A school PHOTO of a young girl. 
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Heather stares at the photo. Her eyes swell. Tears begin to 
fall. 

As she stares at the photo, we move to reveal the living room 
large and open behind her. 

BEDROOM31 31

Mark stares at his phone in the bedroom. He looks over at the 
bathroom door...

LIVING ROOM32 32

Heather looks up. She looks over to the backdoor. It’s 
slightly ajar. 

She slams it shut... She opens it and slams it again... and 
again...

Behind her the figure opens the front door quietly and 
leaves. The back door creaks open. 

Heather grabs the door knob and closes the door fiercely. She 
locks the bolt.

Mark runs into the room. 

MARK
Shhhh, what are you doing?

HEATHER
This freakin’ door... 

He sees the photo in her hand. He walks over to her and grabs 
her. He hugs her tightly. 

She allows it. 

She cries. Mark tries to suppress tears. 

MARK
I know I’ve said it a hundred 
times... but I’m so sorry...

She squirms away from him.

HEATHER
I know...

Mark wipes his eyes. He turns around and walks over to the 
living room. 
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MARK
How the hell did we do that?

HEATHER
Do what?

She walks into the living room. Mark walks over to the front 
door. There’s mud all over the floor. 

MARK
Can you get me a towel? 

She goes to the kitchen and pulls a DISH RAG off the oven 
rack. 

HEATHER
We’re gonna be out of cleaning 
towels at this rate...

Mark chuckles... 

HEATHER (CONT'D)
I’m gonna ask this again... What 
are we doing?... There’s a dead guy 
in our bathroom... 

MARK
I was hoping we were just doing us 
some good. Buying time...

Mark’s watch BEEPS. He looks down at it.

MARK (CONT'D)
Midnight.

HEATHER
Did you call the police?

MARK
No.

HEATHER
What?

MARK
Well you were banging doors and 
shit. I couldn’t concentrate.

HEATHER
It’s three numbers...

MARK
Ya well I got nervous.
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HEATHER
Give me the phone.

MARK
It’s in the bedroom.

Heather begins to leave.

MARK (CONT'D)
Wait... We’re so close... And I 
really don’t want to know what’s 
going to happen next week when 
neither of us have a reliable 
job...

HEATHER
We’ll be fine.

MARK
I can’t keep lying to myself... We 
gotta leave this place. I have to 
leave this place... Too many damn 
memories. 

HEATHER
I like the memories.

Mark looks at his watch. 

HEATHER (CONT'D)
It wasn’t your fault.

Mark begins to breath heavily. 

MARK
If I had been there... If I had 
been on time...

HEATHER
It wasn’t your fault.

MARK
I can’t keep pretending i’m fine.

He looks at his wife. He needs comfort. He needs something 
she isn’t ready to give him. 

She reaches out and rubs his arm. 

HEATHER
Ok... We haven’t looked in the 
laundry room have we?

Mark shakes his head. 
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MARK
Not really, no. 

HEATHER
Go get your phone, i’ll go check 
the laundry room. But that’s it.... 
There’s something going on and 
we’re gonna get caught up in it if 
we’re not more careful.

Mark nods. She leaves. Mark gathers himself and walks back to 
the bedroom. 

BEDROOM33 33

Mark enters the bedroom finding his phone laying in the floor 
where he left it. He climbs to the ground and props his back 
up against the door, the door frame to his right. He sighs.

LAUNDRY ROOM34 34

Heather looks around the laundry room. It’s too dark.

She flips the light on in the laundry room. She turns around 
and looks out behind her. The light spills out into the dark 
back yard. She closes the door.

BEDROOM - HALLWAY35 35

Mark sits against the door, his eyes closed. We hear the back 
door close. Mark slowly opens his eyes. He looks at his 
phone. He looks over at the stained floor and the bloody 
towels.

 VOICE (O.S.)
Parker? You in here? You ain’t *
turned your radio on. Anyone else 
home? 

Mark turns to the door. The voice echoes through the hall. 

We slide out into the hall and reveal a figure wearing a 
large brimmed hat standing in the house. Jeans, all black, 
militaristic, boots, jacket, but stylish.

VOICE (CONT'D)
I know someone‘s home. Come on out.

We slide back into the bedroom. 
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Mark is dialing numbers on his phone. He presses call and 
puts the phone to his ear. 

We slide back into the hallway. 

The man turns and walks into the kitchen. He crosses back and 
goes into the living room. 

MARK (O.S.)
(whispering)

There’s someone in my house...

We slide back into the bedroom

Mark speaks into the phone.

MARK (CONT'D)
Please hurry... Eleven forty...

(He looks over at the 
blood)

Three... Carter Street...

Crashes and clanks from the man digging around in the living 
room are heard.

We slide back into the hallway.

The man comes back from the living room into the hallway. He 
walks towards us, he stops and turns into the first door on 
the left, the junk room. 

We slide back into the bedroom. 

MARK (CONT'D)
Shit....

He looks around for something to use to defend himself. He 
spots the revolver the dead man had. It’s under the dresser. 
Mark crawls over to the other side of the bed and reaches 
under grabbing it. 

He ducks down behind the bed frame just as the figure steps 
into the doorway. He stops and looks into the room. We pan 
over to see the bloody towels on the floor. 

VOICE
Jesus Parker. What the fuck you *
done?

Flashing Blue lights fade into the room. The man looks up at 
the windows. He turns and while walking away, pulls up a two 
way radio, like the one Mark found...
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VOICE (CONT'D)
Can someone handle this?

CUT TO:

At the bedroom door, Mark peaks around.

The man is turning the corner and going out the back door. 

Mark runs over to the window. A COP CAR sits outside the 
neighbor’s house.

LAUNDRY ROOM - PORCH36 36

Heather turns off the laundry room light. She opens the door 
to reveal the man exiting the house. He turns and looks at 
her. The blue lights fill the yard.

HEATHER *
What the fuck are you doing in my 
house?

VOICE
Looking for Parker. You seen him? *

HEATHER
I don’t know who that is... Where’s *
my husband?

VOICE
Husband? I didn’t see anyone 
inside. I’m looking for Parker. He 
should have stopped by by now. *
Quite a lot of bloody towels in 
there... 

(he looks at her stomach.)
Everything all right in there?

Its a loaded question that hits Heather hard. She takes a 
moment to gather herself.

HEATHER
Cops are out front. I wouldn’t want 
to be here if I were you. 
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VOICE
You don’t even know me... and I’m 
willing to bet you don’t want to 
have to talk to them either.

Behind him, the door opens. Mark holds the revolver up. He 
steps up to the man and presses it into his head. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
Cocky. *

MARK
You need to leave. 

VOICE
Do I?

MARK
I pull the trigger, we all go to 
jail. Problem solved.

VOICE
I don’t think you would. 

MARK
I don’t think you’re ready to take 
that bet.

VOICE
They are some very high stakes. 

MARK
Walk away before we attract the 
cops.

Mark pulls the hammer back on the revolver.

VOICE
Alright... Alright... Relax...

He puts his hands up slowly. He slowly steps away from Mark. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
You two have a lovely night 
alright? Nice to have met you.

He walks across the yard to the back fence. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
And if you happen to find ole’ 
Parker, tell him to turn his damn 
radio on. I’ll be looking for him, 
and looking for what he owes me. 
I’ll get it one way or another.  
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He leaves the yard. 

KITCHEN37 37

Mark paces. He walks to the blinds, they slide open from the 
top or bottom. He slides the top down and looks out at the 
police car next door. Heather leans against the counter top. 

Mark leaves the window, anxious, he paces.

HEATHER
Mark...

Mark stops pacing. He looks at her. They’re both unsure of 
what to do next...

HEATHER (CONT'D)
We gotta do something. 

MARK
Ya but what?

Heather sighs... She’s beat down...

HEATHER
Why’d you have to come up with this 
crazy scheme. 

MARK
What?

HEATHER
It’s just typical Mark... Always 
with the schemes and new ideas of 
getting rich quick.

MARK
So some psycho guy watching us and 
you killing a man in our home is my 
fault?!

HEATHER
Well it might be a little different 
if we had called the cops first 
thing wouldn’t it?

MARK
Tonight could be a little different 
if we ate Chinese for dinner, 
tonight could be a little different 
if we went running after dinner... 
Tonight could be different if you 
hadn’t fucking shot a guy! 

(MORE)
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There’s a million ways tonight 
could be different! 

HEATHER
Like having Lilly around...

Mark stops, he can’t believe she just said what she said.  

MARK
So you do blame me.

HEATHER
No... I’m just chiming in on how 
things could be different.

MARK
Well... One hell of a chime. Thanks 
for that.

They stand silently for a moment...

RINGING breaks the silence causing Mark to jump. 

Mark’s phone rings. He pulls it out of his pocket and stares 
at it.

MARK (CONT'D)
The police. 

HEATHER
Answer it. 

MARK
And tell them what?

HEATHER
That you misdialed.

MARK
I delivered them to the house next 
door.

HEATHER
So tell them you accidentally said 
the wrong address... 

MARK
Doesn’t that seem a little 
conspicuous.

HEATHER
It’s time to turn in. It was self 
defense and that’s a fact. 

MARK (CONT'D)

(MORE)
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But now there’s some guy watching 
us and coming into our house...

Mark looks at his watch. 

MARK
Two hours ago it was self 
defense... now it’s murder... 

HEATHER
Hey they don’t know that.

MARK
That guy seemed to know. He wants 
Parker in there... and he wants the *
money. 

HEATHER
And the police can protect us. 
We’ll tell them what they need to 
know. We were invaded, we defended 
ourselves, he offered us money and 
there is something in the house he 
wanted. 

Mark hesitantly nods. He answers his still ringing phone. 

CUT TO:

FRONT DOOR38 38

The front door opens. A young clean faced police officer 
stands in the door. He looks past Mark. 

OFFICER
Responding to a call. Everything 
alright here sir?

MARK
Thanks for coming Officer. Uh no... 
we were woken up by an intruder. 

OFFICER
He still in the house?

MARK
Yes sir. In the bathroom. 

Mark turns to lead him into the house. Heather stands behind 
him.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
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OFFICER
Woah woah woah, sir. Stay here 
please. 

Mark looks down at the officer’s belt, his hand on his 
holstered PISTOL.

OFFICER (CONT'D)
You two the owners of this 
property?

MARK
Yes sir.

OFFICER
Can you step outside please? Ma’am 
can you step over to the windows 
please?

MARK
Wait what’s going on here? There’s 
a man in our house. Shouldn’t you 
be--

OFFICER
Sir please don’t tell me how to do 
my job. I’m just trying to protect 
myself and make sure I know all the 
facts here. I don’t know you, and I 
don’t know her. So I don’t know 
what is fact or fiction here. You 
understand?

MARK
Ya. Ya makes sense. 

OFFICER
Now can you please step outside. 

MARK
Ya fine. 

Mark looks back at Heather, he’s uneasy. 

OFFICER
Now where did you say--

The officer is cut short of his sentence as an ARROW appears 
under the dim porch light and slices right through his neck, 
coming to a halt in a bloody mess.

The force of the arrow’s velocity brings the officer to the 
porch wall next to him. 
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The arrow itself CLINKS into the brick work. The officer, 
still breathing, now leaning against the wall, looks up in 
complete shock. 

Mark, also in shock, stares, he begins to cough and gag as 
the officer begins to spit blood from his mouth. The officer 
reaches up and touches the arrow sticking out of his neck. 

Heather pushes past Mark. She peaks around the door’s corner 
looking out into the yard. 

MARK
What do we do? What do we do?!

HEATHER
Shut up and be quiet is what we do!

MARK
We can’t bring him inside...

HEATHER
And we can’t leave him...

Heather grabs the officer and puts his arm over her shoulder. 
She drags him in the house. 

EXT. 114139 39

From a very long wide, we watch her take him into the house. 
Mark follows. The door shuts and the front porch light is 
turned off. 

...

...

It’s a quiet night.

INT. 1141 - LIVING ROOM40 40

UTTER CAOS. Mark is breathing heavily. 

Heather drags the officer to the kitchen floor. She drops him 
and steps back staring at him. He’s fading. His eyes wander. 
He’s scared and doesn’t know where he is. He reaches for his 
radio. 

He can’t speak so what good is it?...

MARK
We have to stop the bleeding...
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Heather knows there’s nothing they can do.

She stares at the officer. She doesn’t move. She doesn’t 
blink. Just stares. A tear drops from her eye. She’s not in 
the kitchen... She’s lost deep somewhere else in her mind...

Mark runs off and comes back with some of Jeremey’s blood 
soaked TOWELS. 

He gets on the ground next to the officer and grabs the 
arrow. 

HEATHER
What are you doing? 

Mark pulls.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
Stop. Stop! You’ll fuck him up even 
more!

Mark stops and looks up at her.

MARK
What do you want to do? Let him 
die?

HEATHER
He’s dead already...

Mark looks back. The officer looks right at Mark. He fades 
away. His last choking breath a burble of blood and air...

MARK
Oh shit...

Heather stares at the body... She looks at the arrow in his 
neck. A piece of PAPER is tightly wound around the shaft just 
under the fletchings.

She bends down and unwraps it, unraveling the paper spirals 
it’s created... She reads it.

HEATHER
Mark... 

She hands the paper to Mark.

MARK
“Turn Parker’s radio on...” 

Mark runs into the other room, he comes back with the two way 
radio. 
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HEATHER
Wait wait, we want to talk to him?

MARK
I don’t think we have a choice 
anymore.

He turns the radio on. 

BEEP BEEP

The static seeps through... 

Mark looks to Heather

“What do I say?”

She doesn’t know either.

...

...

...

VOICE
Do I finally have a friend to play 
telephone with... 

Mark hesitates.

VOICE (CONT'D)
Helloooo? ANSWER ME!

MARK
(Very unsure)

Yeah... yeah I’m here.

VOICE
Marky! Good to hear from you sir. 

He looks at Heather... He knows their names?

MARK
How do you know my name?

VOICE
I’m gonna lay some ground rules. 
Numero Uno. Shut up... And the rest 
i’ll make up along the way. Now... 
Parker is gone... Self defense... I 
get it... 

Mark looks at Heather surprised.
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MARK
(pantomiming)

How does he know that?

VOICE
but now there’s a dead cop in there 
somewhere and his car is out here 
sitting in front of your house... I 
don’t want to draw attention to you 
so I’ve shut it down and it’s dark 
again. 

HEATHER
More will come looking for him.

VOICE
Not if they think he’s fine. I can *
keep em at bay, but not for long... 
So... Now you have two bodies in 
there and no way to explain that. I 
propose, that I come over there and 
keep searching for my belongings 
that Parker left... Capiche?

Heather takes the radio.

HEATHER
You come into this house and I 
swear i’ll put so much lead in you 
like I did your boy...

VOICE (O.S.) *
Heather... Darling... Relax... I 
just want what is mine. 

HEATHER
And what is it?

VOICE (O.S.) *
You think i’d tell you? No honey, I 
can’t have you getting any wrong 
ideas about me... well... aside 
from the whole cop killer thing... 
But in truth that wasn’t even me... 
that was my pal Tom here. 

(to Tom)
Tom say hey...

A RED DOT appears on Heather’s chest. 
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HEATHER *
Shoot me... Do it... *

Mark looks at Heather, unsure of what she’s doing. *

VOICE (O.S.) *
Don’t test me... *

HEATHER *
And what happens when you miss huh? *
You really wanna wake the *
neighbors? *

VOICE (O.S.) *
Just leave... What is wrong with *
you people?! *

HEATHER
No matter who you throw at us, no 
matter how you think you’re going 
to scare us, you’re not getting in 
here. 

VOICE (O.S.) *
I wouldn’t expect any other answer 
from you Sergeant... Well ex 
Sergeant.

HEATHER
Fuck you... 

VOICE (O.S.) *
So fowl. Someone’s found a touchy *
spot. I can’t imagine you being *
soft honestly. You’ve killed a man *
already tonight... not to mention 
all those soldiers you had killed 
back in Iraq. 

Heather’s rage begins to build. Mark looks at her 
questionably. He’s clearly never heard what she went through 
in Iraq.

HEATHER
We defended ourselves... You are a *
murderer.

VOICE (O.S.) *
Sure. Listen I truly hope you 
continue to defend yourself. That 
is the American way after all. But 
that doesn't change the fact that 
you have something of mine. See you 
soon. 
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The red dot disappears. 

Static.

Heather puts the radio down on the counter. She quickly moves 
over to the open blind and shuts it.

Mark watches her. He’s unsure of what he just heard.

MARK
What did he mean?

Heather looks up at Mark and immediately looks away. It’s all 
too much for her to handle.
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MARK (CONT'D)
Back to square one.

Mark sits on the floor next to the dead officer.

HEATHER
Square one was before I killed a 
man.

Mark’s watch beeps. He looks down at it. 

2AM

Heather leaves the room. Mark looks up at the two way radio 
sitting on the counter. 

BEDROOM41 41

Heather pulls open the drawer containing her pistol. She 
reaches in and pulls it out. She checks it for brass. She 
tucks it under the shirt. 

She breathes out heavily and closes her eyes. She steadies 
herself. 

HALLWAY BATHROOM42 42

Mark sits in the bathroom, the door closed. 

He stares at the radio in his hands. He reaches up and turns 
the knob. 

BEEP BEEP.

The little red dot on top blinks on, the sound of static 
emits. Mark looks at the closed bathroom door. He takes a 
breath and presses the talk button. 

MARK
(quietly)

Hello?

VOICE (O.S.)
Mark! What’s up man?

MARK
I want to talk. 

VOICE (O.S.)
Fantastic let’s meet...
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MARK
How do we get out of here alive and 
without winding up behind bars?

VOICE (O.S.)
That’s a tall order.

MARK
Look I’m no soldier, i’m just some 
guy. I just want to forget about 
all this.

VOICE (O.S.)
You pansy baby... You’re talking 
quietly because Mrs. Barns clearly 
doesn’t know what you’re up to and 
now you’re belittling yourself. 
Where’s the confidence?!

MARK
I just want to get out of this...

VOICE
Here’s what I will tell you Markey. 
For you... I will talk to a few 
officers I know and see if I can 
get you off the hook for the whole 
murder thing and then for killing 
that poor defenseless cop. 

MARK
We didn’t kill that cop and you 
know that. 

VOICE (O.S.)
I don’t know anything and you can’t 
prove anything! 

Mark is silent.

VOICE (CONT'D)
My friend the simple fact of the 
matter is... you two know too much. 
I can’t guarantee anything. 

MARK
(keeping his voice down)

I don’t know shit! I don’t even 
know what you’re looking for 
anymore!

VOICE (O.S.)
And I think we should keep it that 
way. 

(MORE)
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If you two can just come outside, 
we can put an end to this. We’ll 
find the-- what we need. And we’ll 
figure out what you to need to do 
next.  

MARK
You’re not going to let us go are 
you?

VOICE (O.S.)
I don’t like to lie Mark. Don’t 
make me. 

Mark is silent.

VOICE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Just come out. Don’t let another 
member of your family die. You 
don’t have to be the cause of your 
wife’s death too...

Mark begins to breath heavily. He flips the knob on the top 
of the radio off. He sits and trembles...

FOOTSTEPS in the hallway. He hides the radio clipping it to 
his side. He takes a deep breath.

Heather opens the door to the hall bathroom. Mark sits on the 
side of the tub. He looks at his watch. 

MARK
The only room in the house without 
a dead guy in it...

He chuckles.

HEATHER
I thought I heard talking.

Mark shakes his head. He stands and then diverts the 
conversation. He leaves the room and enters the hallway. 

HALLWAY43 43

MARK
What in the hell are we gonna do?

HEATHER
I don’t know...

MARK
Are we out of moves?

VOICE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
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HEATHER
I don’t know...

MARK
Jesus Heather! I’m just looking for 
some comfort, an ounce of hope and 
all you can ever say is I don’t 
know... All you can ever do is live 
with whatever shit it is that you 
went through. Well guess what?! I 
didn’t go to war but I went through 
some shit too!... Sure I have to 
deal with it and you might see that 
sometimes, but I try, I at least 
try to help and give you what you 
need... I love you, I really do... 
But it gets harder everyday that 
you hang on to that shit and don’t 
talk about it with me...

Mark stares at her. 

HEATHER
I can’t... That’s just how this 
works... I cope with it. I’m sorry 
if it tears us apart sometimes, but 
I really don’t mean it to.

MARK
You’re a sergeant, it’s your job to 
lead the troops and to move us 
forward. Please help me come up 
with even a vague notion of a plan. 
Please. Otherwise what are we 
doing? 

HEATHER
What are we doing?

Mark walks over to the counter and puts the radio down.

MARK
We’re fighting to get through this 
shit because we had a daughter that 
we owe our lives too. 

HEATHER
She’s gone. 

MARK
FUCK! I know that! I got her 
killed!... Some resemblance of 
compassion from you would be 
helpful right now...
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Tears well in Heather’s eyes. She takes a breath.

Mark stands with his back to the wall, his head turned to the 
kitchen staring at the dead officer. 

HEATHER
I really don’t want to tell you 
right now... I saw my soldiers die 
right in front of me. It’s just not 
the same as seeing two strangers... 
I know you’ve never been in front 
of this kind of thing, but it’s 
just a lot for me right now, more 
than you can understand. 

MARK
I’m sorry. I get that... I’m just 
freakin’ scared. 

HEATHER
You’re right... She’s gone, and we 
have to live our lives the way we 
would have wanted her to live hers. 
We have to fix this.

MARK
I think we should just leave out 
the back door and don’t come 
back...

HEATHER
And go where? With what money? How 
do you know that guy doesn’t have 
people watching the back door?

MARK
So we call the police on this guys 
radio

(Pointing at the cop)
and try to get reinforcements and 
we explain--

HEATHER
We’d be in jail in an hour. 

MARK
So what then...

HEATHER
We have to find the stash. It’s our 
only play. Either it’s leverage, or 
it’s a way out... 
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MARK
Maybe it’s both.

HEATHER
Maybe. 

MARK
We’ve searched everywhere. Where do 
we start?

HEATHER
He said this used to be his house 
right?

MARK
Ya. 

HEATHER
Wouldn’t he remember where he put 
the stash?

MARK
We need to figure out who really 
hid the stash.

HEATHER
Right. 

MARK
Where do we start?

Suddenly their conversation is interrupted by the sound of 
the back door opening. They both turn and look. No one is 
there. 

Heather draws her pistol. She snaps to the wall and raises 
the gun. She slowly moves to the edge of the wall, to her 
right the living room and the door. She turns the corner. The 
front door is open. 

MARK (CONT'D)
Heather. 

Heather turns, an older man, TOM, (50-60’s), grey slicked *
down hair, glasses, a slight hunch, two of his fingers 
wrapped up in a stint on his right hand, a large gauze 
bandage covers a spot on the side of his neck, he wears 
slacks and a tucked in button down shirt, stands in the open 
back door. He enters the house. Heather points her gun at 
him. 

He stops and stares her down, daring her to pull the trigger. 
It’s too loud, he knows she won’t. 
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He walks into the kitchen and raises a suppressed pistol. He 
fires putting two rounds into the cop. He walks back to their 
bedroom. We hear the silenced shots. He comes back into the 
hallway.

Heather and Mark haven’t moved, her arms out, the pistol 
following his every move. 

He stops and looks at them both. He holds his pistol up and 
lets the magazine slip out from well and into his hand. He 
slides a fresh magazine in. 

He shrugs and walks back out the door, making a stop at the 
counter first, reaching over and grabbing their two way radio 
and turning it on for them. He speaks into it. 

TOM
Ok go.

VOICE (O.S.)
(From the radio)

You just met Tom. Congrats. We 
assumed you wouldn’t shoot him. Too *
loud, we’d be forced to come in and *
it’d just be a mess... Now, How *
will you explain multiple rounds in 
Parker, and fresh 9mm rounds in the *
cop? Don’t try to get out of this 
friends. 

Heather runs to the radio and grabs it. 

HEATHER
I want to meet... backyard, 10 
minutes. 

MARK
What are you doing?!

HEATHER
Playing my move. 

VOICE (O.S.)
Ok. I don’t see why not. You 
wouldn’t shoot me out in the yard. 
Too noisey. See you at 2:30. Holy 
crap is it that late already... 
Heavens. 

She hooks the radio to her waistband. 

MARK
What does this accomplish?
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HEATHER
We’re gonna find out where this 
stash is. 

MARK
And we step out there he kills us 
with a bow and freakin’ arrow and 
searches for the stash himself. He 
clearly doesn’t care who he hurts.

HEATHER
He’s not going to kill us. 

MARK
How can you be so sure?!

HEATHER
I’m gonna make a deal.

MARK
What kind of deal?

HEATHER
...Get the flashlight. 

PORCH - BACKYARD44 44

Heather sits on the swing, Mark stands next to the laundry 
room. The gate opens on the other side of the yard. 

Mark raises his flashlight and points it in the direction. 
The man with the hat enters the yard. He totes a PISTOL with 
a FLASHLIGHT attached.

VOICE
Hello friends. You coming around or 
what?

Heather gets up from the swing and raises her pistol.

VOICE (CONT'D)
You won’t, so don’t even bother 
threatening me. 

HEATHER
You don’t know me. Now I called you 
to offer you a deal. 

VOICE
What do you think this is? This is 
not a deal making business. You 
have what is mine and I want it 
back. 
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HEATHER
Oh I have it, I found it... And I’m 
not giving it to you until you tell 
me what I want to know. 

He sighs... 

VOICE
And what might that be?

HEATHER
Who put it in my house?

VOICE
Parker did.

HEATHER
Why?

VOICE
Because that piece of shit stole it 
from us. Now please just--

HEATHER
I’m not finished... He couldn’t 
remember where he put it... What 
happened?

VOICE
We knocked some sense into him and 
told him to clean up his mess... 
Might have knocked him around a bit 
too much. It happens I guess. He 
remembered this address... that’s 
as far as he could get.

HEATHER
Why go through all of this for 
that...

VOICE
Because it’s worth a whole load of 
money why else..... ohhhhh... You 
don’t have it.

HEATHER
I have it.

VOICE
You don’t have it. *

(MORE)
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*
If you had it you’d know how much 
it was worth or you’d be trying to 
get gone by now with it. 

MARK
Why’d Parker stash it here?

VOICE
Like I said, this address is all he 
could remember when we had our 
little... chat... 

HEATHER
Oh shit. So I could have it, or it 
might not even be here. You don’t 
even know. 

VOICE
I know... look I’m just gonna have 
you two put down and then I can 
search in peace for this damn 
thing. 

He puts his hand up about to make a signal. 

HEATHER
I wouldn’t...

VOICE
And why wouldn’t I?

Heather pulls out a small DEVICE. It looks like a metal tube 
with a small switch on top. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
You expect me to believe that that 
is a trigger to some sort of bomb 
and that you’d blow this whole 
house up--

HEATHER
Ya I do. I was Navy EOD. That means 
I took apart bombs. Which also 
means, I know how they work. And I 
know that with enough gasoline and 
other shit, that little thing 
you’re looking for goes up in 
flames and is gone forever. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
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VOICE
Wow. Mrs. Heather Barns of 1141 
Cooper Dr. You have many secrets 
don’t you. Brilliant... ok... say I 
believe you. Now what?

HEATHER
Now you leave.

VOICE
Ok... nice move Barns family. Nice 
move. She’s got balls Mark. Unlike 
you. 

MARK
Shut up.

HEATHER
What does that mean?

VOICE
We had a little chat...

MARK
Shut up.

VOICE
You know how much of a pussy your 
husband is right? You’re here 
protecting him-- 

MARK
Shut up!

VOICE
And he called me to find a way out 
without you knowing. He was all 
whiney and crying about how he’s 
not a soldier, he’s just some dude. 
Really pathetic. 

Heather looks over at Mark, astonished by the betrayal. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
Anyways... I’ll leave you two to 
it. 

The voice turns and leaves... 

We follow him while heather turns to the door. She goes back 
into the house, Mark follows.
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FRONT YARD - MAILBOX44A 44A *

As we circle around the house following the voice, we find 
Robbie waiting for him around the house. Robbie follows a few *
steps behind. 

The voice pulls out a CELL PHONE and flips it open. He hits a 
number and it dials out. 

VOICE
So I had a nice chat with the 
Barns’.... No Uncle... Because she 
held up a bomb-y thing... You 
expect me to chance it?... Look I 
will get it, would you relax?... 
Just keep them back... We’re 
keeping it quiet... No I do not 
need more guys, we get more guys we 
get more attention... I’ll find 
it!... 

He stops in the front yard and hangs up the phone. He looks 
at the house then the neighbors house. 

ROBBIE *
You ok?

The voice shoots his eyes over to him. He motions for him to 
come closer. Robbie steps closer. The voice reaches out and *
SLAPS him.

VOICE
I’m fine!... I’m fine...

He calms himself. He reaches over and helps Robbie recompose *
himself. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
I’m fine buddy. 

He walks away.

KITCHEN45 45

Heather stops rummaging through a cabinet. She looks over at 
the front windows hearing the tail end of the conversation in 
the front yard...

She turns back to her work, pushing things aside. She pulls 
out a heavy bottle filled with BROWN LIQUID. She grabs a 
small GLASS from a shelf and quickly pours a drink. She takes 
a large gulp.
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Mark watches her. 

MARK
That’s not going to help you solve *
our problems.

HEATHER
Not trying to. It’s just a drink. 

MARK
Great. Well I guess i’ll figure 
this out without you then. 

HEATHER
What is your problem?! You can go 
find your own shit way to deal with 
your anxiety if you wanted to but 
instead you just throw it all on 
me. I’m not your therapist! 

MARK
And that shouldn’t be your 
therapist!

HEATHER
It’s one drink. 

MARK
Fine. One drink. Now I’d like to 
see you put it away. No you know 
what? I’d like to see you pour out 
the bottle. How many times we gotta 
go through this?

Mark’s watch beeps.

HEATHER
Screw you! I’m fine and if I want 
to have a little drink i’ll have a 
little drink! You should have one, 
maybe it’d help you get over 
Lilly’s death finally!

MARK
What did you say?... So you’re over 
it huh? You can just simply move on 
and be over our daughter being gone 
forever? 

HEATHER
That’s not what I meant.
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MARK
God I hate that excuse. I don’t see 
any other way of taking that 
statement. You know what, fine... 
If you’re over it we can get rid of 
all her stuff I guess...

He walks over to the refrigerator and pulls the photo off of 
the walls. He takes it to the TRASH and throws it away. 

HEATHER
NO STOP! STOP IT!

MARK
You said you’re over her so we can 
let go! 

Heather bursts into tears. 

HEATHER
STOP IT!

She throws her glass across the room letting it careen into 
the wall bursting into a million shards. 

They both freeze at this outburst.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
Please. I’m sorry...

She takes the trash out and digs into it taking the photo 
back out. She wipes off the slime and gunk that the photo 
fell into. She holds it close to her. 

Heather looks over at the half empty glass bottle. 

She picks up the bottle and unscrews the top then tips it 
over into the sink letting it all drain out. GLUG GLUG 
GLUG...

She puts the bottle on the counter next to the sink. 

Mark grabs her and pulls her close to him. She cries softly. 

MARK
It’s too bad we’re not in a 
cartoon. We could just pack 
ourselves up and fill the box with 
packing peanuts and ship us out of 
here right under there noses.

Heather laughs. 
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HEATHER
That’s a terrible idea.

She looks up, her head still in Mark’s chest. She sees the 
package Mark brought in earlier that day sitting on the 
table. 

HEATHER (CONT'D)
No one knows where it is. Why is 
that? What if Parker never hid it *
here. 

MARK
What do you mean. 

HEATHER
What if he shipped it here later. 

MARK
Wouldn’t he remember?

HEATHER
We bought this house a month ago?

MARK
Ya roughly...

HEATHER
So he hid the money a few months 
ago. He gets that concussion from  
being beat senseless and then 
forgets that he shipped it here. 

MARK
Right.

HEATHER
It surfs around in the mail system 
and no one can get hands on it.

Mark nods, he seems to like what she’s offering. 

She grabs a knife off the counter and walks over to the box. 
She cuts off the tape and rips open the cardboard flaps. 

Inside is a smaller box. She pulls it out. She looks at Mark. 
She begins to cut at it. Mark steps over and helps. 

They get everything unsealed and ready to open. They look at 
each other ready to end the night.

They open the top flaps and reveal...

Mark sighs heavily. 
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He reaches in and pulls out a BAG of COFFEE GROUNDS.

MARK
The coffee you really liked in *
town... I forgot I ordered it under *
a different name...

He pulls out a chair and sits.

HEATHER
Dammit!

MARK
Sorry... just trying to be nice.

She smiles.

HEATHER
Not as good as a pile of cash. But 
thank you...

MARK
I mean it was a stretch anyways... 
I’m so tired of being in square 
one. When do we get to square five 
so we can stop going backwards.

HEATHER
We need to be proactive. I don’t 
want to go to jail. 

MARK
Or be dead.

HEATHER
Ya, that too...

MARK
Well you’ve lied and scared the 
shit out of everyone around you 
once already tonight with that fake 
bomb crap... 

HEATHER
Ya well now you know how I’m able 
to defuse situations and avoid 
fights so well.

MARK
Did you just make a joke?

HEATHER
Maybe. 
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MARK
Wow... On the eve of our death, my 
scary ass wife made a joke.

HEATHER
Hey... I am not scary. 

MARK
Woman, you have a fake detonator in 
your pocket, which I don’t doubt 
now that you could make real if you 
wanted to...

HEATHER
It’s true I could.

He holds his hand out proving his point.

MARK
Scary.

HEATHER
I’m gonna say something else that’s 
a little scary and I can’t believe 
I’m suggesting this...

MARK
What?

HEATHER
We need to move the cop.

MARK
Why?

HEATHER
We should stage a scene in case we *
have to talk our way out of this. 
At least we can try to prove 
something happened between him and 
Parker. *

MARK
You really think we can beat cop 
guys that are paid to know what 
kind of weapon created what type of 
blood splatter and--

HEATHER
You want to try to get out of this 
or get screwed in the shower later?

Mark looks at her with intrigue.
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HEATHER (CONT'D)
By a man... in jail...

Mark gives her a look of disgust. 

MARK
Fine...

HALLWAY46 46

Mark drags the officer’s body through the hallway and rounds 
the corner into their bedroom. 

Heather follows with bleach and a rag cleaning as they go. 

BEDROOM47 47

Mark lays the cop against the wall. Heather wipes off the 
revolver and puts it back into Parker’s hands. *

MARK
So how do we explain the arrow?

HEATHER
Oh shit... 

She sighs. 

HEATHER (CONT'D)
I don’t know... I’m just running on 
steam... I’m so tired... What time 
is it?

Mark looks at his watch.

MARK
3:32.

She takes a deep breath. She sits on the floor next to the 
bed. The dead bodies laying around the room. 

HEATHER
All I need is a nap.

MARK
We fall asleep now... Those guys 
come in here and tear this place 
apart...

HEATHER
Ya... 
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MARK
We gotta keep looking... It’s the 
only way out of here.

She stands. She looks at Mark. He’s covered in blood.

Mark looks down.

MARK (CONT'D)
Crap... 

HEATHER
Go change. Get rid of those.

CLOSET48 48

In the closet. Mark shuffles through shirts. He takes his 
shirt off revealing his naked chest. 

Heather passes the room and stops. She looks in with longing 
eyes. Mark strips his pants off. He pulls out a new shirt and 
new pants and puts them on. 

He exits the closet and catches Heather watching.

MARK
What?

Heather looks up.

HEATHER
We haven’t checked the attic.

HALLWAY - ATTIC49 49

Mark pulls down the drop down STAIRCASE leading into the 
attic. He climbs up and shines the flashlight. He finds the 
light switch and flicks it on. 

FLOORING runs along the length of the house covering the 
insulation and cross beams. 

PLASTIC BOXES sit covered in DUST among other old worn out 
things hidden away and forgotten. 

The two climb up and look around. They begin their search. 

Heather pushes boxes around looking for anything abnormal. 

Mark sits next to a pile of boxes and pulls one into the 
floor in front of him. He sits down and opens it. 
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He slowly drifts away into an emotional wreck. 

He reaches in and pulls out child’s toys... an old BRUSH with 
HAIR still coiled and trapped in the bristles. A LETTER with 
child’s hand writing and drawings. 

Heather is at the other end of the attic searching. She hears 
Mark SNIFFLE and turns to look in his direction. He sits 
shaking. She watches him. She finally makes the choice to 
walk over to him. She sits down and for the first time... she 
holds him close. Mark puts his head into her chest. He holds 
the letter and reads aloud. 

MARK
I will always love you because you 
are the best parents in the 
world...

Heather is quiet.

MARK (CONT'D)
I can’t let this part of me go. If 
I wasn’t late to picking her up...

HEATHER
You can’t predict when a drunk 
driver is going to run up on a curb 
and hurt someone.

MARK
No but she could have been in my 
car and gone by the time that guy 
came anywhere close to the bus 
stop...

Heather takes a moment to gather her thoughts then makes the 
decision to speak...

HEATHER
When I was in Iraq... I was working 
on an IED found outside of an 
apartment complex. There was a new 
guy on the team... Marcus 
Fincher... stupid kid... he was so 
damn eager to get in there and 
“save lives” or whatever naive 
mindset he had... But I let him put 
on the suit. I let him walk over to 
the bomb and diffuse it. And he did 
a fuckin’ great job at it too. He 
followed all the right protocol. He 
was respectful of the locals and he 
was smart in his decisions and he 
was calm... 

(MORE)
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He pulled the IED out from under 
the dust and dirt and held it up, 
proud of his accomplishment... What 
he missed... What I missed was a 
second device 14 yards away from 
him on the other side of the 
building. 5 of those old Russian 
mortar shells were attached to it. 
The guy with the phone, two stories 
up in the building next door... 
Rounds started flying in from what 
seemed like every direction. An 
ambush I guess and they were 
waiting for the right time. I was 
next to the Humvee and had to take 
cover inside. I could see my guys 
taking cover next to the building. 
But I couldn’t do shit. We were 
pinned, they couldn’t hear their 
radios. And then... Boom. The 
second IED went off. I sent them 
over there and we hadn’t properly 
examined the area... Everyone was 
dead in minutes. Gun ships came 
through and cleaned out the area 
after that. When the dust settled I 
climbed out of the Humvee... and I 
was alone for a moment... In the 
middle of an Iraqi street on the 
other side of the world... I was 
alone... I couldn’t have done 
anything differently though. Shit 
happens. No one saw it coming. We 
all missed every sign presented to 
us... 

Mark sits up and puts the letter back in the box. 

MARK
Shit happens huh?...

HEATHER
Shit happens...

MARK
It’s musty up here.

Mark scoots over to the open staircase well and dangles his 
legs out of the opening. 

Heather stands. She picks up the flashlight.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
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HEATHER
I’m going to keep looking down on 
the other end. 

MARK
Ok. Gimme a minute...

She walks away. 

MARK (CONT'D)
Hey babe? Thanks, for telling me 
about it. I’m sorry that happened 
to you... But it sounded like they 
were doing what they loved and they 
were with their people while it 
happened... 

HEATHER
Huh... Ya, we were a good group. We 
definitely had some good times...

She turns back and walks away. She shines the flashlight 
around the back of the attic. Nothing.

She looks back at Mark.

MARK
I know it’s cliche but... bad 
things happen to good pe--

Suddenly Mark is yanked by his legs down through the opening 
of the staircase. 

HEATHER
Mark!

Heather draws her pistol and runs back to the staircase. The 
stairs are folded up and the door swings up on its hinges and 
slams shut locking Heather in her tight musty coffin.

She coughs from all the dust being blown around. *

We hear the sound of a NAIL GUN. 

KA-CHK KA-CHK 

She takes aim. 

She hears footsteps and a body being drug across the floor... 
She can’t shoot, she might hit Mark. 

As the dust settles she tries to push the ladder back down. 
She beats on the door. 
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HEATHER (CONT'D)
Mark! 

HALLWAY 50 50

We pull away from the attic, door. Bits of solid WOOD have 
been drilled into the attic door and parallel roof line 
locking Heather away. Mark is being dragged away. 

ATTIC51 51

Heather breathes heavily and looks around the attic for a way 
out. 

Downstairs she hears FOOTSTEPS, more than one pair. 2 maybe 3 
people. 

MUFFLED CHATTER.

VOICE
Now search everywhere... 

(To Heather)
Heather doll, you stay put ok! 
We’re just gonna look around down 
here with your dear husband! We’ll 
keep him... comfortable... promise!

We hear a loud PUNCH and someone react... Mark. 

Heather knows Mark is being hurt... she doesn’t handle it 
well... 

There’s no way out. She looks around, walks to either side of 
the roofline... nothing.

Heather stares at the door in horror. 

She sits on the floor next to her daughters boxes of old 
stuff.

FOOTSTEPS below. RUMMAGING through closets and pantries. 

MARK (O.S.)
(Muffled)

It’s not in here...

ROBBIE (O.S.) *
Shut up!

Mark is hit again. 

KA-CHK. Another nail being driven... Mark screams.
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VOICE (O.S.)
You stay put.

Heather covers her mouth. She doesn’t want to hear what she’s 
hearing... 

She stands and kicks at the attic roof. It won’t budge. 

A knock at the door. 

VOICE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Sweetie, you’re gonna hurt 
yourself. 

Heather angrily kicks the box next to her causing her 
daughters old things to spill out over the attic floor. The 
old brush with her hair still spun into it slides across the 
floor and drops down into the insulation. 

Heather looks at all the spilled items and then the position 
that the brush went. She crawls over to the brush, reaches 
down, and digs around pulling it back out. She holds it in 
her hand. 

The sounds of a little girl’s LAUGHTER fill her mind... Then 
the sounds of the men RUMMAGING, PANS CLANGING, BOOTS... Mark 
being HIT. DISTANT GUNSHOTS and a far off EXPLOSION, MILITARY 
RADIO CHATTER... Everything swirls around in her mind. 

She picks up the now empty box and stands it back in it’s 
original location. She places the brush back down into it’s 
coffin.

She stands and moves towards the back of the attic.

LAUNDRY ROOM - OUTSIDE 52 52

IN ONE...

Heather kicks open a whole in the roof of the laundry room. 
She opens the laundry room door. The light from the kitchen 
spills out into the yard and the porch. 

Heather walks towards the back door trying to see in somehow. 
Mark lays in the floor. The door next to her opens. We look *
over at it and follow Robbie exiting the house.  *

He lights a CIGARETTE and walks out to the edge of the porch. *
He takes a long drag and releases smoke into the cold night *
air. Below him, at the bottom of the little porch wall... 
Heather lays still in the shadows. 
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VOICE (O.S.)
Robbie let’s go! Back at it now!

Robbie sighs. He flicks the cigarette out into the yard. 

He goes back inside. Heather scoots away and gets up when 
clear from the light. While she walks she tucks her pistol *
into her wasteland... She stops at the shed and opens it... *
goes inside for a brief moment and then returns wielding the 
ALUMINUM BASEBALL BAT.

She quietly moves past the windows above her. She can hear *
FOOTSTEPS coming down the hall towards her and people talking 
in the rooms. We raise up to see in through the office *
windows. Coming down the hall... *

VOICE (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Check the master. *

BEN (O.S.) *
Holy shit... What happened in here? *

The neighbors’ Christmas decorations light up the side yard. 

Heather moves to the corner of the house leading to the front 
yard. In the yard, RYAN, another man in the gang, is standing *
against the house shining a flashlight at the base of the *
wall. He crouches down and looks through the small grates in *
the wall leading into the crawlspace. He looks towards the *
corner of the house where Heather hides. He begins to move *
towards her and us... *

The front door behind him opens quickly. *

VOICE *
Hey! You jerkin’ off out here or *
what? You think it’s gonna be *
buried in the yard? These people *
are pirates, Jesus... *

He goes back inside. *

Ryan begrudgingly follows. *

We follow behind him into the house. *

As we go through the living room, we look down at Mark laying *
in the floor still unmoved. We look back up as Voice enters *
back into the room. *

VOICE *(CONT'D)
I’m getting sick and tired of this! *
Mark! MARK! WHERE IS MY SHIT?! *
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He turns back to the hallway. *

VOICE *(CONT'D)
Has anyone checked the shed out *
back? *

Ben comes down the hallway and goes to the backdoor. *

VOICE (O.S.) *(CONT'D)
Heather?... You’re really quiet up *
there. It’s kinda creepin’ me out. *

We follow Ben back outside to the back porch. He moves off *
frame and we push over to the open entryway to the carport. *
Heather peaks around the corner. *
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VOICE (O.S.) *(CONT'D)
Mrs. Barns, Heather, let’s go!... 
Shit! She’s not up here.

ROBBIE (O.S.) *
What?

VOICE (O.S.)
Find her! If she’s got the drive I *
want it ... Check the backyard, the *
field, the street. Go! 

Heather moves back to the laundry room and opens the door. 
She goes inside and shuts it. 

We turn back around and see the back door open again. Robbie *
exits. They shine flashlights out over the yard. Ben runs to *
the fence and shines his light out into the field. 

The voice steps out onto the porch. 
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VOICE (CONT'D)
(Quietly)

What the shit are you doing?! Get 
out there! Go around if you have 
to!...

He paces. 

Ben runs back through the yard and to the side fence. *

VOICE (CONT'D)
Worthless... 

He looks at Robbie next to him on the porch. *

VOICE (CONT'D)
Ok... Ok ok you stay out here in 
case she comes back. I’m gonna go 
check the streets. Gimme a 
flashlight.

He walks past us and takes the flashlight from Robbie and *
walks out the side gate through the carport. 

Robbie watches him leave then turns back to the yard... It’s *
dark. And quiet. 

He walks away from the laundry room slowly. 

The door behind him opens quietly. Heather steps out. She 
quietly walks up behind him. She lifts the bat and swings 
like she’s set up for a home run pitch. 

TING! The bat cracks into the side of Robbie’s head. He takes *
it’s force snapping his head to the side. His body goes stiff 
and he falls off the edge of the porch into the yard. 

Heather leaves the body and goes inside. 

LIVING ROOM53 53

She runs across the living room. 

Mark is sitting next to the couch beat to a bloodied mess. 
One eye swollen, blood trickles and dries to his face, his 
hair a matted mess. He’s slumped to the ground not moving. 

She tries to get him up. 

HEATHER
Mark, Mark look at me... 
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She pulls at his arms. It gets caught up on something. She 
looks closer and notices his palm facing up, a piece of metal 
sticks up from his hand... A large nail holds him to the 
floor.

HEATHER (CONT'D)
Shit!... 

He’s not going anywhere. She goes to the windows and looks 
outside. The voice is walking up the street shining his 
flashlight in yards. 

Behind her... The door to the carport starts to open. Heather 
turns. No where to run to in time and no where to hide. 

Tom steps into the house. He looks over at Heather and her 
bat. He begins to raise his pistol. Heather quickly chucks 
her bat at him and hits him, distracting him while she runs 
towards him. He drops his gun.

They begin a brutal brawl. Fists swinging, tackling, running 
into things.  

Heather tries to draw her pistol but Tom knocks it out of her 
grasp. It slides across the floor into the living room. 

They’re pushed back into the hallway. The stairs to the attic 
are still down. Heather takes the two way radio off her hip 
and tries to use it as a weapon. She hits him and he falls 
into the 

HALLWAY BATHROOM54 54

They fight dirtily and heavily in the small space. Heather 
eventually over comes him and puts him into the bathtub with 
a huge hit. She stands over him. She’s not shaking, she’s not 
stalled.

She leaves the room.

LIVING ROOM55 55

She picks up Tom’s suppressed pistol from the kitchen floor 
and then scoots over to Mark still on the floor next to the 
couch.

He’s still not moving. There’s only one way out. She checks 
his vitals. Still breathing.

She sits down next to him.
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HEATHER
Where is this thing?... 

She looks up as if she’s made a decision. 

BEDROOM 55A 55A

Heather stands in the bedroom. She stares at the after math 
of the night. She walks around the bed where Parker *
originally fell after being shot. She gets down and looks in 
the direction he was facing. She notices the air vent.

She moves over to the air vent and removes the grate. She 
shines a flashlight inside and feels around. There’s 
something flapping around in the air flow. She pulls her hand 
out and holds an old piece of tape. She looks away from the 
vent and back towards the door.

EXT. STREET 56 56

On the dark and quiet neighborhood street, The Voice walks 
quickly and deliberately. His flashlight points around the 
neighboring houses. 

A car SQUEALS in the distance.

He spins around and looks down the street. It’s quiet. And 
empty. 

BZZZZ BZZZZZ 

His phone buzzes in his pocket.

He reaches in and pulls it out. He looks at the little 
screen. The incoming calls says 

UNCLE MATT

VOICE
Leave me alone old man...

He ignores the call and puts it back into his pocket.

CRAWLSPACE57 57

The light sputters on under the crawlspace. Heather enters. 
Still seems empty. 
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EXT. CRAWLSPACE 58 58

Heather enters. Robbie appears, watching her disappear under *
the house. 

INT. CRAWLSPACE59 59

She scoots around in the dark claustrophobic dirty space. She 
searches walls and the bottom of the floor above her. She 
looks over at the air unit humming in the corner.

She follows the vents to the master bedroom with her 
flashlight. 

She scoots across the dirty floor and begins examining the 
duct. It’s been scratched at and torn apart near the floor 
from Parker’s previous search. She knocks on it in different 
spots. Further down the pipeline, something moves inside the 
duct. It slides away from her as she pushes up on the soft 
foaming duct. She takes the knife and cuts a hole into the 
duct. 

A small USB FLASH DRIVE drops out of the hole. 

Heather looks at it in confusion...

“WHAT THE HELL IS THIS?”

She crawls back towards the door. A pair of legs step into 
the open door. Robbie bends down and looks into the area. He *
shines his flashlight on her and the drive she holds. The 
side of his head is bleeding.

ROBBIE *
Bring it to me. 

He points a pistol at her. 

She scoots towards him. As she gets closer, she kicks at him 
and crawls away. He recomposes and enters the crawlspace 
grabbing at her legs. 

She kicks at him trying to get him off of her. She slams her 
feet into his face. 

He drops his pistol. 

ROBBIE *(CONT'D)
Give it to me!

In the cramped and dirty space, they kick up dirt as she 
tries to evade him. She tries to crawl away but he won’t let 
her go. 
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She tries to pull out Tom’s suppressed pistol but fumbles 
with it as he grabs her and pulls her towards him jerking her 
backwards and dropping the gun. 

He gets on top of her and tries to choke her. She pushes him 
up hard and slams his back into the lower ceiling/floor above 
them. 

She reaches out and grabs her pistol turning to aim at him. 
He PUNCHES her hard in the side. She drops the pistol and 
coughs deeply losing her breath. 

He tries to climb over her and get the pistol. She tries to 
roll over and scoot away to be able to aim and shoot. He 
grabs her arm with the pistol and pins it down. She lifts her 
head up and slams it into his face. He recoils, she is able 
to then throw him off of her. 

He quickly tries to scoot towards his pistol laying a few 
feet away. She aims and fires putting him down before he can 
get to his last resort. 

She breathes heavily and puts her head down into the dirt. 
She’s in pain. 

She gathers herself and painfully moves towards the exit, 
Robbie’s body now in her way. She has to awkwardly get around *
him. She holds her side and climbs out of the crawlspace. 

EXT. STREET60 60

The Voice stands at the corner of two streets. He looks both 
ways. No one in sight. He looks panicked.

BZZZ BZZZZ

His phone rings again. 

He pulls it out angrily and answers. 

VOICE
What what what?!... Everything is 
fine! We will find her... I don’t 
know if she had it we can’t find 
it... no we’re not leveling the 
house. Uncle listen to me... I am 
figuring this out for you, you 
understand me? You wanna be happy? 
Well I will make you happy. Please 
let me deal with this. Do not come 
down here!
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He hangs up the phone and takes a breath. He turns to face 
the direction of the house. He dials a new number and begins 
walking back.

HALLWAY BATHROOM61 61

Tom’s body lays in blood in the bathtub. The sound of a phone 
VIBRATING somewhere in his pocket... It rings and rings to no 
avail...

OUTSIDE62 62

The voice stands in the road in front of the house, his phone 
to his ear. He hangs up. 

He takes his two way RADIO off his hip. 

VOICE
Bring the cars around.   

LIVING ROOM63 63

Heather sits down next to Mark. She puts something in her 
pocket, what looks like a small device with a switch on it, 
but we see it for a brief moment unsure of what it really is. 

Mark stirs. She helps him sit up. He pulls at his arm.

MARK
AHHHH...

He looks at his hand. 

MARK (CONT'D)
What the fuck... Get me out of 
here...

HEATHER
I can’t move you fast enough... 
They’re gonna be back any second...

MARK
What do we do?

She shows him what she found. 

HEATHER
Found what they’re looking for... 
We’re gonna get out of here... Just 
one more play. I’ve got what they 
want. 
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MARK
And if they decide to kill us 
instead of play fair?

HEATHER
They won’t.

MARK
I’m not gonna lie... If I wasn’t 
feeling like I might die in a 
minute... I’d be pretty turned on 
right now. You’re pretty badass 
Heather Barns. 

Heather smiles.

Car LIGHTS fill the room. 

OUTSIDE64 64

Two large SUV’S pull up quickly in front of the house. One 
jumps the curb and strikes the house with it’s lights. The 
other quickly reverses into place. It’s RED brake lights 
illuminate the house. 

The voice walks over to it and opens the trunk. He turns back 
now toting two, what look like, GAS GRENADES.

LIVING ROOM65 65

Heather, still kneeling over Mark, looks up. The red light 
filters into the room engulfing it and sending a clear red 
line across the ceiling. She watches it grow. 

Heather stands and walks over to the hallway and uses the 
wall as cover, the door in front of her. She holds up the USB 
drive ready to present her findings. 

The door cracks open. An already pin pulled GAS GRENADE is 
tossed into the room. 

VOICE
Knock knock!

The smoke starts to fill the room. 

Heather hides and begins to COUGH. Still stuck where he is, 
Mark starts COUGHING.
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The Voice enters the house. He adorns a full face GAS MASK. 
The red light beams through the windows and penetrates the 
smoke making it even harder to see and creating a silhouette 
of the Voice.

VOICE (CONT'D)
Tom?! You ok?!

In his hand, another gas grenade. He pulls the pin and lets 
it seep out while he walks. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
Mark. That looks uncomfortable.

Mark’s eyes are watering. He looks awful.

There’s so much smoke in the house. It’s hard to see. 

Heather backs away down the hall. She bumps into the ladder 
and climbs the stairs into the 

BACKYARD66 66

Heather stands in the backyard and wipes her eyes as the gas 
irritates her.

She can’t see very well.

HALLWAY - HALLWAY BATHROOM67 67

The Voice walks down the hallway through the smoke. He pulls 
out his pistol. He checks his corners.

He turns the corner into the bathroom and steps in where he 
finds Tom laying in his blood. 

VOICE
Son of a--

He turns back into the hallway. 

Heather is standing in the opened door to the carport. She 
fires Tom’s suppressed pistol. The Voice ducks back into the 
bathroom. The rounds miss him and hit the walls and doorway. 

HEATHER
Shit!

VOICE
Wow! Heather doll is this really 
how you want to play it?
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HEATHER
I’ve got what you want!

She holds out the USB stick. She coughs as the gas filters 
out the door. 

VOICE
You found it?! Finally! Good for 
you now you have an issue though...

The front door opens. Ben steps in with a suppressed pistol, *
LASER attached to the rails... The GREEN laser cuts through 
the smoke and tags Heather. 

The voice peeks out and aims his pistol. 

Heather looks at the USB stick and puts her pistol up to it. 

HEATHER
You shoot me and I destroy it. 

The Voice steps out into the hallway. 

VOICE
Woah woah now you don’t wanna do 
that missy. 

HEATHER
I want Mark free. Get him up. 

VOICE
Ya ok. I can do that. 

He slowly steps towards her. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
That thing there is worth a lot of 
money... Do you know who runs this 
town?

Heather is silent. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
The mayor. And do you know what the 
mayor does?

He moves towards her. 

HEATHER
Stop moving!

VOICE
I gotta get to Mark somehow, ya? 
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He holds his pistol up in compliance but keeps stepping 
forwards. She scoots around into the kitchen.

He steps into the living room.

VOICE (CONT'D)
Look you’re holding the keys to the 
city right there. You can steer 
them politically, you can hold them 
for ransom, you can do whatever you 
want. There’s a video on there of 
our mayor doing some really bad 
stuff. You get me?

HEATHER
I just want Mark free. 

VOICE
We could sell it. Make a lot of 
money together.  

HEATHER
Let him go...

He looks at his man in the doorway.

Ben reaches into his jacket pocket with one hand, the other *
hand keeping his pistol up. He pulls out a pair of pliers and 
shows them to Heather. He tosses them to the Voice who 
catches them and turns back to Heather.

He bends down, opens the pliers and latches them around the 
nail sticking out of Mark’s hand. 

HEATHER (CONT'D)
What are you doing?

VOICE
Gotta get him up somehow.

He starts to pull. The nail slowly rips through the floor and 
slips through Mark’s hand leaving a bloody mess behind.

Mark screams.

The nail comes out. Mark lays in the floor clutching his 
hand. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
Life ain’t fair is it?

HEATHER
Shut up.
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VOICE
You screw up and then you’re ruined 
for the rest of your life by it. 
You don’t have to screw up again. 
Hand me the drive and that’s that. 

Heather stays still, she aims her pistol at him. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
Alright i’m getting real sick and 
tired of all this, how about I just 
shoot you and I take the drive from 
you huh?

She points the gun at the drive.

VOICE (CONT'D)
Alright then here’s another idea.

He looks at Mark and fires his pistol. 

BANG! 

The sound tears through the night. The round rips into Mark’s 
shoulder. He slumps to the ground and screams. 

HEATHER
 No!

VOICE
Gimme the damn drive Heather!

She looks at him, she looks at Mark on the ground, she looks 
at the man in the doorway. 

She kneels down and puts the drive on the floor. She slides 
it across the floor towards The Voice. He bends down to pick 
it up. 

Heather reaches into her pocket and pulls out a little DEVICE 
with a BUTTON on it. She hits the switch. Down the hallway, 
the FUSE BOX flies open in a shower of SPARKS and SMOKE. The 
power to the house is cut and everything goes dark.

The Voice, startled, ducks and trips falling to the floor.

Mark’s eyes jolt open. Under the couch in front of him, 
Heather’s pistol she lost during her fight with Tom.

Ben turns and looks. The laser turning with him cutting *
through the dark and smoke.

The Voice ducks. 
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In a split second....

Heather dives to one side...

She fires her pistol at Ben in the door way... *

He fires at her. PFFT PFFT. 

He misses, the rounds hitting behind her where she was 
originally kneeling.

PFFT PFFT PFFT. Three shots hit him center mass, two hit the 
walls behind him. She hits the ground hard as the last thug 
comes in through the door she entered from. 

The voice turns and looks back at Ben on the floor. *

Now on the ground, Heather rolls to her back, she turns and 
fires. Her rounds push him away and he falls back out through 
the doorway. 

She quickly turns on The Voice. She fires one last round... 
CLICK. 

The slide racks back, her last round just missing him and 
hitting the wall behind him. 

She quickly scoots over to the wall next to her and takes 
cover.

The Voice checks his body, he aims at her, his flashlight 
lighting her up...

VOICE (CONT'D)
Woah! Holy crapoli! Nice try, A for 
effort! 

He looks down at the drive in his hand. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
Heather be a darling and come out. 

Heather puts her head against the wall. 

VOICE (CONT'D)
HEATHER! 

Heather peaks around the corner. The flashlight on his gun 
lights her up. 

He slowly moves around the corner trying to get a visual on *
her. He double checks and makes sure she is out of ammo. *
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VOICE (CONT'D)
You realize how much this is worth. 
The people that sent me here to get 
it are going to pay me so much 
money for this. The political heads 
of this city are going to roll... 
And you could have been apart of 
it... but you know what you can’t 
handle--

BANG! A ROUND rips through him mid sentence.

He looks down, confused. He falls over. Behind him, Mark sits 
up holding Heather’s pistol. He lets his arm go limp, the 
pistol dropping in his lap. 

BEEP BEEP. His watch alerts him another hour has gone by.

Heather jumps up. She grabs a TOWEL off the oven and runs 
over to Mark. She rips it and takes one piece and wraps it 
around his bleeding hand. She takes the other piece and 
presses it against his wound. 

HEATHER
Hold that there. Press hard. 

She takes her pistol out of his hand. Mark reaches up and 
holds his wound.

Heather gets up, tucks the pistol into her waistband and goes 
over to The Voice and pries open his fingers. She takes the 
USB drive from his hand. 

She goes back over to Mark and helps him up. 

CAR PORT 68 68

Mark slumps down into the Corvette’s passenger seat. Heather 
runs back around to her side and opens her door. She tosses 
the pistol she still holds into the back seat.  

She takes her pistol out from her waistband and puts it into 
the GLOVEBOX.

INT. CAR 69 69

She starts the car and quickly reverses out of the driveway. 
The car slides out into the street. She slams it into drive 
and guns it. We fly up the street.

Mark sits in the passenger seat holding his wound. 
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Heather looks over at him. She’s worried. 

She reaches into her pocket and pulls out the USB Key. She 
flips it over. It’s just a stupid piece of plastic. 

She puts it in the cup holder. 

EXT. CAR 70 70

The car speeds away. We rise up into the sky to reveal the 
sun slowly beginning to rise. The city in the distance. The 
Barns’ are finally out in the world, freed from their house 
and the nightmares that came with it. 

FADE OUT.
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